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THE SPARK INSTITUTE RESPONDS TO DOL AND TREASURY RFI 

ON LIFETIME INCOME SOLUTIONS FOR RETIREMENT PLANS 

 

SIMSBURY, CT, May 4 -- The SPARK Institute has submitted a detailed response to a Request for 

Information (“RFI”) from the U.S. Department of Labor (“DOL”) and the Department of the Treasury 

(together, the “Agencies”) regarding the availability and use of lifetime income solutions in retirement plans, 

said Larry Goldbrum, General Counsel.  In commending the Agencies for providing the retirement plan 

industry with the opportunity to share its expertise in addressing ways to make retirement income solutions 

more accessible to American workers, Goldbrum noted that SPARK Institute members will ultimately play a 

critical role in developing and managing these programs, as well as educating plan sponsors and participants 

about the various products and services available to them – both within and outside of employer-sponsored 

retirement plans.  The complete RFI response is posted on The SPARK Institute website at 

http://www.sparkinstitute.org/comments-and-materials.php. 

 “We urge the Agencies to maintain a competitive environment where a diverse mix of solutions is 

available, with plan sponsors and participants retaining the discretion to voluntarily adopt the options that best 

suit their needs,” Goldbrum stated.  He said the industry is actively working to create and deliver lifetime 

income solutions and is developing ways to address portability issues for products that are available through 

employer-sponsored retirement plans.  “The SPARK Institute is developing standards that can be used by 

various lifetime income providers in exchanging data with retirement plan record keepers,” he said.  “This will 

help mitigate the challenges faced by all the product providers in obtaining and exchanging information from 

unaffiliated customer-facing plan record keepers.” 

 “Despite these strides, significant barriers to lifetime income products exist,” he said.  “And it is here 

that the Agencies can have the greatest impact.”  Goldbrum said that plan sponsors are reluctant to offer these 

solutions – creating a lack of access for millions of workers – largely due to concerns about fiduciary standards.  

“The Agencies can help mitigate the fear by providing clear guidance and safe harbor relief,” he said. 
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 In certain responses to the 39 question RFI, The SPARK Institute urged the Agencies to facilitate 

the accessibility and adoption of lifetime income solutions and to assist plan sponsors as they determine 

the best course of action in assessing these products.  For example, the Institute said:  

• The Agencies should allow investment managers, product providers, record keepers, plan 

sponsors, and others in the retirement plan community to continue to develop products, services 

and tools for participants before considering mandates with respect to these solutions. 

• The DOL should clarify and broaden the safe harbor for selecting annuity providers in order to       

help plan sponsors overcome concerns about potential fiduciary liability. 

• The DOL should issue guidance specifically stating that providing information about lifetime income 

options, available both inside and outside of the plan, will not cause a plan sponsor or service provider 

to become an investment fiduciary.  Without clear and permissive guidance, plan sponsors will most 

likely be unwilling to provide participants with any information that could cause the plan sponsor to 

assume additional fiduciary responsibility with respect to participant decisions about retirement income 

products. 

 The SPARK Institute represents the interests of a broad based cross section of retirement plan 

service providers and investment managers, including banks, mutual fund companies, insurance 

companies, third party administrators and benefits consultants.  Through the combined expertise of its 

member companies, the Institute provides research, education, testimony and comments on pending 

legislative and regulatory issues to members of Congress and relevant government agency officials. 

Collectively, its members serve over 62 million participants in 401(k) and other defined contribution 

plans.  
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